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Ruchsmake Langroisehouse a home
By Elizabeth Puckett
The Arbiter --~----
in the kitchen and master
suite, a large closet off the
entryway was converted into
a handicapped-accessible
bathroom, The former
maid's quarters, located
above the kitchen, were ren-
ovated, opening two small
rooms into a single room.
Ruch said one can tell
where the servant's quarters
ended and the family portion
of the house began by the
design of the rooms.
"The doorways in the
. family area are all rounded.
In the servant's
area, they' are
square," she said.
The old radiator
heating system was
also removed.
While the house is
still heated by the
.geothermal system
that runs down
Warm Springs
Avenue, the bulky
radiators were
extracted and
replaced with a
modern forced-air
system.
Finally, the elec-
trical system was
updated to fit code.
Though the
changes are exten-
sive, the Ruchs did their best
to retain the old look of the
house. The Great Hall,a vast
room just off the entryway,
kept the original hardwood
shelves. The floor of the
room was refinished, and
some flooring needed
replacement after the old
radiators were removed.
According to Ruch, the
original window glass was
left instead of replacing them
with double-paned windows
and the original doors were
retained as well.
Much of the original light-
in!? system was restored,
usmg the existing chande-
liers. She said the all-glass
chandeliers and wall sconces
in the dining room are "par-
ticularly precious." .
A waIf mural in the dining
See RIlc11 Page 3...
said was actually once a very
small space with a back stan
to the servants' quarters, has
been expanded into a full
catering kitchen. .
It now includes two rapid-
return dishwashers with a
cleaning cycle of three min-
utes, an industrial refri~era-
tor, a stainless stoel cflsper
which stands over seven feet
tall and a warmer of approx-
imately the same height. The
kitchen also has three ovens,
a six-burner stove and an
industrial-size coffee maker.
As fall begins to cool
toward winter, an historic
house on Warm Springs
Avenue is finally ready to
provide the warm welcome
befitting a university presi-
dent's residence.
During the last year,
major renovations have
transformed the 75-year-old
house into a home for Boise
State President Charles Ruch
and his family as well as a
reception hall for
- important universi- ,
ty functions. '"
"In a way, it's
like living in a
museum," Sally
Ruch said.
"It's so huge. I
don't want to put
away a lot of my
things because I'm
afraid I'll never find
them again."
Her concern is
l·ustifiable. Thelouse is 6,000
square feet, not
including the now-
defunct chauffeur's
quarters over the. 1iI'.=__ w.r.:tlIri.,,;,.. .......~"""' __ """"'";.......... -'-'.- ........J
garage. -
The house,
donated to the university by
William Langroise in 1977,
served as the residence for
Langroise's wife Gladys,
until her death in 2000. It
then reverted to the universi-
ty along with a $500,000
account the widow had
established in 1981.
The money was used for
the renovations, with
enough remaining in the
account to grow and provide
funds for future changes to
the house.
According to Ruch, her
husband had the house
inspected by several engi-
neers before agreeing to take
the property.
She said they tried to
maintain the flavor of the
historical house, but several
changes were necessary to
make the space more livable.
The kitchen; which Ruch
"It's overwhelming most
mornings," she said.
"Especially at 7 a.m."
In response to the kitchen,
the Ruchs installed a small
breakfast nook including an
under-the-counter refrigera-
tor, a ten-cup coffee maker,
and a small sink in a small
room just off the master
suite. They renovated the
room, dividing it into two,
and converted one section
into a small laundry room.
"It's so much more conve-
nient. I don't have servants,
and frankly, if I have to carry
the laundry clear across the
house, up and down stairs, it
won't get done," she said.
Finally, to make the mas-
ter suite completely conve-
nient, the Ruchs opened a
door to the adjacent room
and created a workable office
space.
In addition to the changes
The staircase area of the Langroise house.
Photos by Jeremy Branstud, The Arbiter.
College Democrats H" h th ltd tl t tstrive to increase 19.. a e e gra ua 10., n ra e garners .gran
numbers at polls
and counselors to assist them
in following strict academic
guidelines from the NCAA
and WAC. In addition, ath-
letes have access to a com-
puter lab and math drop-in
center in the Pavilion. These
facilities are also open to the
general student body.
"They're students first ...
We don't want to segregate
them out of the rest of the
general student population,"
he said.
Corbet said the Athletic
Department hopes to see a
100 percent graduation rate
among athletes in the future.
"We're thrilled. There's
been a lot of hard work. Our
academic staff does a great
job and works really hard to
work on the graduation rates
... one of our goals .... [has 1
always .been to improve
them. And we've done .that
over' the last several years.
But the university has .done
the same thing," lie said.
. athletes and the general stu-
dent body, highest gradua-
tion rate and most improved
graduation rate since last
year.
Ahead of Boise State are
Rice, with an athlete gradua-
tion rate of 91 percent, SMU
at 83 percent and Tulsa at 80
percent.
No plans have been made·
yet on how to distribute the
$25,000, .
"I don't think they've
decided exactly where that
money is going to go at this
point. It's an institutional
grant that goes to the univer-
sity and it'll be up to the
executive committee of the
university to decide on exact-
ly where that goes," Corbet
said.
Bleymaier said he wants
to see the. money reinvested
in the athletic department
academic programs.
Athletes nave access to
tutors, academic advisors
at 37 percent, as well as the
national average of' 60 per-
cent.
Women's basketball and
'the football team were Boise
State's standouts. With a 100
percent graduation rate,
women's basketball soared
over the national average
graduation rate of 66 percent.
The football graduation rate
of 60 percent also surpassed
the national average of 53
percent.
Men's basketball, at a
graduation rate of only 33
percent, fell just under the
national average of 36 per-
cent. .
Both University of Idaho
and Idaho State failed to
meet the national average in
women's and men's basket-
ball and football. '
USA Today. will also
award a $25,000 grant to 11
other schools for various cat-
egories. They include gradu-
ation rate variation between
to have won this award,"
Bleymaier said.
"It speaks to the commit-
ment we have made as a
department starting with our
student-athletes, coaches and
staff. Graduation rates and
academics are one of the
three foundation stones in
our department philoso-
phy."
The NCAA releases ath-
lete graduation rates annual-
ly. This year's numbers are
based on graduation rates for
scholarship athletes begin-
ning school in 1995-96.
"We just put a real strong
emphasis on graduating the
student athletes ... They
have to stay pretty focused
on graduating and moving
along their eligibility," said
Max Corbet, assistant athletic
director of media relations.
Boise State's athletic grad-
uation rate is higher than
both University of Idaho, at
47 percent, and Idaho State,
Completion ratio
highest in Division IBy Jessica AdamsThe Arbiter-------
College Democrats have By Lauren Consuela Tussing
planned various events The Arbiter
focusing on voter registra-
tion and education between According to a report
now and Election Day in an released by the NCAA, Boise
effort to increase student State has the highest differ-
turnout and involvement. In ential of graduation rates
between athletes and thecontrast, College 'general student body in
Republicans are supporting Division I schools.
candidates, by volunteering
on individual campaigns. Boise State is graduating
Political Science Professor 64 percent of athletes and 28
John Freemuth will host a percent of the general stu-
d . .f dent body. The 36 percent
question an . answer orum difference, highest in all 115
sponsored by. College schools in Division I, has
Democrats from 6-9 p.m., earned Boise State a $25,000
Oct.. 22 in the Jordan grant from USA Today.
Ballroom. Congressional Boise State President
candidates Alan Blinken and Charles Ruch and Athletic
Betty Richardson will attend, Director Gene Bleymaier wiII
along with gubernatorial accept the grant on behalf of
candidate [erry Brady and BSU .this .Friday in
lieutenant governofchal- McLean, Va.
lenger Bruce Perry. The "We .are extremely proud
forum is free and open t<?
everyone.
Lea Sweat, .president of
.College Democrats said
Republican candidates failed
to respond to the' organiza-
tions' attempts to initiate
campus debates between
Democrat and Republican
candidates.
"We've been trying to get
a debate between Democrats
and Republicans for two By Andy Benson
months, but we can't get The Arbiter ----------
Republicans to come onto . . .
-this campus. . The' As political ca?1palgnS ready
Kempthorne campaign' themselves for the final stretch, can-
denied ever receiving an didates are picking up the pace to
invitation," she said. reach voters and get their message
Freemuth said it doesn't out.hi th bli There is a marked difference,
surprise im at Rei?u. ican however, in campaign strategies
candidates are unwilling to between the Democrat and the
debate their opponents in Re~ublic<!llcandidates for sovemor.
this election.' . - 0-
"Why would,Kempthorne he gubernatorial candidates
want to debate Brady? He'd have two very different approaches,
have to defend his record which can be seen on colfege cam-
when he could just run as puses across the state.
'Dirk' With an exclamation Governor Kempthorne sticks to
appearances at football games and
SeeCa"didates Page 3... homecoming parades, while his
Governor candidates -display different styles
· who arranged the debate. Tony nizers decided to cancel the debate
Gonzales, ISU student body vice when the Brady campaign refused to
president, criticized the governor for debate Frasure.
his willingness to make easy appear- "We ended up canceling the
ances on campus, but avoiding any whole thing, nothing happened,"
actual interaction with students. Garner said. - .
"He's able to come during the "Since the Governor couldn't
parade when all he has to do is smile show, there was no incentive to con-
and wave, yet he wasn't able to come tinue with the debate."
for a debate with Brady," Gonzales Kempthorne repeated the pattern
said. last week in Nampa. The Press
Gonzales said 300 students turned Tribune arranged a candidate forum
out anyway to see Brady square off on Wednesday, Oct. 9 between
with McGee. Brady: and Kempthorne. However,
Kernpthorne also backed out Senator John Sanoy from Hagerman
when the Idaho State Journal, along spoke in place of Kempthorne.
with the Idaho Press Club and the The . consistent no-shows by
League of Women Voters, arranged a .- Kemp.thorn.e h<lV.eb, ,een.a s.ou.rce,, 0.:£
debate between the two candidates . frustration for the Brady campaign.
in Pocatello Oct. 9. Brian Cronin, Brady's - campaign
. Kernpthorne arranged to have manager said Kemptliorne'spattem
Evan Frasure, a: senator from of dodging debates is an effort to
Pocatello, debate instead. avoid defending his record.
· Graham Gamer, political reporter
· tor the Idaho State Journal said orga- See Debates Page 3 ...
opponent, Jerry Brady, meets with
students via forums and debates.
Brady's efforts to debate
Kemptli.orne, however,' have been
frustrated by the Governor, who has
ducked three debates.and each time
appointed a proxy. to debate in his
place. '. .
Brady has appeared on all major
Idaho campuses to meet students
and .energize the historically
depressed voter turnout of the 18-24
age demographic. Brady has also
been trying to debate Kempthorne,
but hasn't had much cooperation
from the Governor.
I Idaho State University arranged a
debate between the two candidates
Oct. f, but Kempthorne pulled out
and appointed State 'Board Of
Education member Karen McGee to
debate in his place. Kempthorne said
he couldn't appear due to a funeral,
The cance1fation didn't go over
well with ISU student government,
Kempthorne foes
claim he keeps
ducking debates
.....
\ ... \ft,
I
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Campus Shorts
East
Poll: Americans willing to
sacrifice civil rights
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
- Almost one year since the
USA Patriot Act was signed
into law, some Americans
seem to be more willing to
sacrifice civil liberties in the
name of security.
A recent survey regarding
Sept. 11 and free speech indi-
cates 49 percent of
Americans believe the First
Amendment goes too far in
the amount of free speech it
allows.
The First Amendment
Center, a national organiza-
tion dedicated to protecting
First Amendment freedoms
by informing and educating
the public, conducted the
survey.
The Patriot Act is a set of
measures designed to give
federal law enforcers
enhanced tools to fight ter-
rorism. .
It allows federal law
enforcers to monitor library
records, track communica-
tion over phones, monitor e-
mail traffic and Web sites
individuals visit.
The result of this year's
survey shows a dramatic
leap from the one taken two
years ago, in which 22 per-
cent of Americans thought
the First Amendment went
. too far, said Gene Policinski,
deputy director of the First
Amendment Center.
South
Speakers address HIVat
NAACP event
HOUSTON - HIV / AIDS
experts taught students at an
NAACP forum on safe sex
Wednesday night and. pro-
vided free testing with 20-
minute results.
The guest speakers during
the event talked about every-
thing from anal sex to how to
apply a condom and encour-
aged students to be educated
and responsible about sex.
Amber Davis, who works
with the Counseling,
Outreach, Prevention and
EducationJ'rogram for Bread
of Life sai in Houston 1,846
black males and 1,438 black
females are infected with
HIV. Of that number, 79 per-
cent are between 13 and 29
years old, he said.
Sexual intercourse is
Known to be the easiest way
to contract HIV. The speakers
all said that sex includes, but
is not limited to, intercourse.
"Sex is sex," UH Health
Center Director Floyd
Robinson said.
Robinson said the group
with the largest number of
people getting tested on cam-
pus is African-American
women.
Midwest
SAT policy changed for
untimed tests
ANN ARBOR, Mich.
Universities will no longer be
informed of applicants who
received extra time to take
the Scholastic Assessment
Test or the American College
Test because of learning dis-
abilities. In theJ'ast, an aster-
isk was place next to the
name of the student who
took the SAT untimed.
The College Board, which
owns the SAT, will no longer
flag students who take the
test untimed at the start of
the 2003-2004 school year.
The change occurred in
response to a July 15 settle-
ment in which an applicant
objected to having his score
. singled out because he
required extra time.
ACT officials decided to
imitate the SAT's policy and
stop flagging scores as well.
Many students said they
are worried that admissions
will now be more competi-
tive because higher scores.
will be reported without
knowledge of untimed-test
News
News Editor
Andy Benson
Phone:
345·8204 x102
E-mail:
newS@arbiteronline.com
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Parkingchariges for
~omorrow'sfootbaIl game
Because of the Fresno
State-Boise State football
game' at Bronco Stadium
tomorrow, university offi-
cials have made. alternate
parking arrangements.
With students, faculty
and' staff arriving on cam-
pus throughout the day and
football fans also drivml$ to
the game for the 6 p.m. kick-
off, officials expect parking
to be at a premIUm.
To keep parking issues to
a minimum, the university
has developed the follow-
ing plans:
*General permit parking
will not be available in the
west stadium (Pavilion
side) and Denver Avenue
parking lots.
"The east (Broadway
Avenue) side of the stadium
parking lot will be open for
general permit parking
until 1 p.m. All vehicles dis-
playing general permits
must be moved by 1 p.m.
from the east side of the sta-
dium lot.
"Iheone-day policy will
be enforced by University
Parking Services, and vehi-
cles that do not comply will
be issued citations. .
*Additional General per-
.mit parking has been
arranged at the following
parking locations for Friday
onlv:
. "'The former Red Lobster
parking lot at 1455 S.
Car-itol Blvd.
The University Courts
Apartments complex locat-
ed at Brady Street and
University Drive. .
The shuttle bus route
will be adjusted to include
service to the former Red
Lobster parking lot. Parking
services staff members will
be ,~tationed at both alterna-
tive-parking sites.
Students, faculty .and
staff are encouraged to car-
pool, use the city bus sys-
tem or employ other means
of alternative transportation
on that day.
Contact Boise State's
Parking Office at 426-1681
for more information. .
, .
!
Police officers leave a roadblock on Interstate-95, in Alexandria, Va., that was established in an
attempt to capture II gunman who fatally shot a man at an Exxon station in Fredericksburg, VII.
on Fr-iday, Oct. 11, 2002. Photo by Chuck Kenned/KRT.
takers.
According to The National
Report of1997 College Bound
Seniors, 2 percent indicated
having a learning disability
on their SAT application.
These students' scores on
both math and verbal sec-
tions of the SAT were vastly
lower (59-66 points) than
those of students reporting
no disability.
Judge denies hearing in U.
Michigan Palestine confer-
ence suit
ANN ARBOR, Mich. -
The legal fight to stop the
University of Michigan from
allowing speakers to attend a
controversial conference this
weekend appears to have
been defeated; plaintiffs and
defendants agreed yesterday.
Washtenaw County
Circuit Court Judge Melinda
Morris denied a request yes-
terday for a temporary
restraining order to stop the
conference.
Deborah Schlussel, attor-
ney for the plaintiffs, LSA
sophomore Richard Dorfman
and LSA senior Adi Neuman,
made the request.
Barring an appeal -
which Schlussel said would
be unlikely to succeed - the
Second National Student
Conference on the Palestine
Solidarity Movement will
likely go on as scheduled
through Monday.
But Dorfman said' his
effort was partially success-
ful because it raised aware-
ness on campus of the threat
posed by the conference,
which is organized by the
group Students Allied for
Freedom and Equality.
LSA senior and SAFE co-
founder Fadi Kiblawi
declined to comment on the
lawsuit.
Saturday, members of the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
"Transgender, Queer Alliance
(LGBTQA) will get a chance
to take part in a prom of their
own.
The Queer Prom willpro-
vide a chance for all of those
who missed their first prom
to attend one they can really
call a night to remember,
event organizers said.
The event is a first for the
gay community in Eugene. It
is sponsored by the Lane
Community College Queer
Resource Center, the
LGBTQA and other groups
from around Oregon.
Students from 22 universities
and community colleges
from across the state will
attend the dance this week-
end.
LGBTQA member
Cathlene McGraw said prom
has been considered by some
to be a 'heterosexist' occa-
sion. She said while there
will be no king or queen
crowned at the Queer Prom,
the event celebrates all types
of relationships.
West
Queer prom at U. Oregon
provides 'night they'
never had'
EUGENE, Ore. - Prom is
an important event for many
high school students, taking
several months of prepara-
tion and hundreds of dollars
for just a few hours of exhila-
ration.
For the gay community,
prom was an event where
many stayed home, or
attended, but found them-
selves out-of -place, But
NewsThursday, October 17, 2002 The Arbiter > Page A3;
Student serves on Kempthorne's task force
Bl, Cas~y Wyatt and all walks of life," said
T e Arbiter Kempthorne.
"I m looking for a big pic-
When Governor Dirk ture perspective of what
Kempthorne announced in we're doing well and what
September that he was going we need to improve."
to create a Blue Ribbon Panel The governor also out-
to examine state govern- !ined his reasoning for plac-
ment, mathematics major mg a student on the task
Annette Murray sent in an force.
application and soon found "Annette Murray offers a
he~self in the governor's valuable perspective coming
.office talking politics. from the younger 17enera-
. "The governor called me tion," Kemfthorne said.
ID to talk ... I don't know if "Most 0 the members of
anyone else applied, but I this group haven't attended
got the job," she said. college for years. (Murray)
Murray was listed among represents an up-to-date
48 others appointed to the view of how things are in
newly-christened Blue higher education today."
Ribbon Task Force. The there have been a few
group, now called the 20/20 critics of the panel, including
Task Force, held its first Idaho Statesman columnist,
meeting Oct. 10. Dan Popkey.
Kemrthorne has requested On Sunday, Pop key wrote
an initial report due Dec. 1. that the prestigious group,
The groups met Thursday which includes prominent
to listen to the governor and community and business
task force leadership explain leaders, is nothing more than
the group's mission to local a strategic move by the
media. incumbent governor.
"This task force may be Murray said the gover-
the ,most comprehensive nor's intentions are noble,
group ever to examine state and the task force will be
government ... you, repre- more likely to solve prob-
sent every region of the state, lems since none of its mem-
Debates from page 1
"That's the tactic they
seem to be using ... it's hard-
ly fair that we're taking time
out of our schedule, and the
governor at the last minute
cancels and convinces the
organizers to accept a proxy
instead," Cronin said.
·"The proxy faces no conse-
quences, they can fling all the
mud they want."
,According to John
Freemuth, Boise State politi-
cal science professor,
Kempthorne's strategy
shouldn't surprise anyone.
As the frontrunner and
incumbent, Kempthorne has
nothing to gain and a lot, to
lose by debating.
"That's a pretty classic
thing to do when the fron-
trunner is that far ahead,"
Freemuth said.
"What they are going to do
is de-politicize the whole
campaign by not debating."
Freemuth said while
Brady will seek any opportu-
nity to get his name out, the
Governor benefits by run-
ning as a "personality' rather
then a candidate, avoiding
any potential pitfalls.
"Kempthorne will avoid
(debating) in the off chance
he stumbles and accidentally
turns it into a race,"
Freemuth said.
Jason ' Lehosit,
Kempthorne's campaign:
man~ger said he was .~or1<~
ing on some campus VISitsat.
Boise State with the College:
Republicans. ":
Kempthorne is expected to,
participate in' two debates
locally this month. The first is
scheduled for today and will
broadcast on Idaho Public
Television. The second
debate is scheduled for o«. .
27 at Albertson's College and
will be televised by
Channel 7.
bers were
publicly
elected to
their posts.
"1 think
our task is
wei I
defined, in
that we
should be
looking for
inefficien-
cies' in gov-
ernment
. and making
suggestions
from a fresh
perspec-
tive." OIIlIOURTIn the ~~CIlIWSAT __ poQoIl,OtO"'lIlb,5Opt.zo-n.2tlO2;~ ....... ,
second
meeting, the
task force hammered out
subcommittees. Murray
made her way into the
Government Functions
Subcommittee. She wanted
to focus on government eco-
nomics, and will be earning
college credit towards her
participation on the panel,
counting toward her minor
in economics.
Peter T. Johnson also
spoke to the Task Force
Thursday. Johnson served on
35% 11%
a similar committee in 1979,
which looked at government
management cr mismanage-
ment and made suggestions
for improvements. He said
these types of committees
could affect government
directly and indirectly.
"We put forth our recom-
mendations and the state
came back and said 'we
don't like it' and we said,
'what do you suggest?' and
that's where we saw the best
ideas come along."
Fornlor:~,'
news
.",' :,'
•.g()t",.'
www.arbiteronllne.com '
Candidates from page 1
point behind his name,"
Freemuth said.
"There is residual voter
anger with Kernpthorne, and
Risch is not popular in this
part of the state. Support -is
soft here, but they may do
better in other parts because
they put an 'R behind their
name," Freemuth said.
College Democrats are
also trying to get students to
the polls for this election,
Only 16 percent of adults
between the ages of 18-24
voted in the last presidential
election, and the group
hopes to increase voter
turnout by increasing regis-
tration.
The deadline' for pre-reg-
istration was Oct. ll,but it.is
also possible to register on
Election Day at the polling
place with an Idaho identifi-
cation card and proof of
address.
Sweat said the registra-
tion drive pulled in 700 pre-
viously unregistered BSU
students.
"One reason why people
don't vote is they are unedu-
cated about where and how
to vote," Sweat said.,
Ruch se»,page 1
room was cleaned, and the
room was painted to accen-
tuate the original art. The art-
work depicts a rooster on a
hill above a river while the
sun rises.
In the solarium, the carpet
was removed to reveal a pol-
ished slate floor.
"Those are actually the
same slates they used on the
roof," Ruch said.
She said they are looking
forward to living in the
Langroise house for the year
her husband has left before
retirement, but they are also
looking forward to finishing
construction on their retire-
ment home and passing the
historic residence to the next
president.
In addition to the registra-
tion drive and discussion
forum, the club will educate
students on where to vote by
placing large maps around
campus showing districts
. and polling places in Ada
and Canyon counties.
"If we can get 20 percent
of people our age to vote,
that would show we're actu-
ally waking up," Sweat said.
"We don't care how you
vote, just educate yourself
and vote."
College Democrats have
also tentatively planned a
"Rock the Vote" concert at
the Big Easy Concert House
on Oct. 27. Several local
bands have offered to play at
the event.
China Veldhouse, vice
president of the College
Republicans, said the orga-
nization is bringing a few of
the Republican candidates
for district 17.
However, they don't have
confirmation for any of the
big-name Republican candi-
dates such as Dirk
Kempthorne and Butch
Otter. Veld house said
College Republicans have
been showing their support
for Republican candidates
by volunteering for their
campaigns.
"We've gotten to mingle
with lawmakers and push
BSU's agenda that way,"
Veldhouse said.
Freemuth said Boise State
College Democrats and
Republicans have tradition-
ally had very different cam-
paign strategies.
"I've been at BSU since
'86 and a lot of the
Republican students I've
known have gone out and
worked on the campaigns,"
Freemuth said. "The idea
that they [democrats] are
registering voters is a classic
thing. They have no real
offices they hold."
Freemuth said students
often have a party interest as
well as personal interest. .
"If they get involved in
politics, they can move up
lwithin the party] and get-
ting more people out to vote
may increase their party's
chances of winning,"
Freemuth said.
fREE DEPRESSION SCREENINGS
What's on Your Mind?, '!
PearfultWorried? Hyper?
Get help.
Screening for Depression, Manic- Depression,
Find out ..
- t ' ' t .'Anxiety 1 ~ost- Tr.aumati c Stress
.Screerriug Site Information
Tnurs'day, October 1]'10:00. a.m to 3:00p.m
Stu·dent Union room Hatcn-B
, .
Sponsored by': .
Heath., Wellness, and Counselingservices and.The Arbitet,'¥i
I
L,:,~,_' ~_~"~ __ -:-" ..rr,.:,, "~
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By Tracy Curran
The Arbiter -------
I've been doing a lot of
research on the USDA's Food
Guide Pyramid lately. As
I've gotten older and more
cynical; I have come to
believe it is a political tool
foisted on unwary American
citizens.
I came across an illuminat-
ing source that verifies my
suspicions. Of course, like
most people, finding infor-
mation to verify what I sus-
pect is easy. It's this ability to
question and to look deeper
that makes me feel my opin-
ions and / or beliefs are justi-
fied, or not. In this case, I still
believe the food rrramid is
based on foodpolitics.
- Some people, more naive
than myself may say: How
could something as seeming-
. Iy innocuous as the food
pyramid be so political?
How can it not if it is gen-
erated by a governmental
agency, might be my cryptic
reply? But I don't recom-
mend anyone take my word
if I can't back it uf' Guess
what? I can - but bet you
knew that.
The Dietary Guidelines
Advisory Committee 2000
Report says on its first page,
"Let the Food Guide
Pyramid guide you so that
you get the nutrients your
body needs each day."
It seems obvious when
scanning through this docu-
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Information Table
70:00 am to 2.00 pm
StudentUnion - Booth #4
Informational Meeting
}2:00 noon - 7:00 pm
Student Union - Alexander Room
PeaceCorps recruiter Jay Minert will be on campus
to answer your questions. Stop by the information
•. table and discuss the interesting possibilities Peace
Corps has to offer. The world is waiting for you!
:··www.p~acecorps.gov •
,,~,~OQ)424-8580 - Option 1 . ....
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you take care of the patients,
we'll. help take care of the
[tuition].
ARM Y .ROTe Unlike any other college course you can take.
ment (which- is 19 pages), before the Pyramid was due
that the drafters felt fitness is to be released back in April
at least as important as good 1991, the PCRM asked that
nutrition. the USDA replace the Basic
I agree with that, but I Four established in the 1950's
don't necessarily think with New Four Food Groups
everyone who is heavy is which incorporate whole
overweie;ht because they are grains with vegetables,
lazy, wluch is what that posi- legumes and fruits at the
tion seems to imply. pyramid's base.
I suspect one of the con- The National Cattlemen's
tributory causes to American Association and the National
obesity statistics (the 1999- Milk Producers Federation,
2000 results of the National among others concerned for
Health and Nutrition their profit margin, joined
Examination Survey), which forces to approach Edward
say 64% of Americans are Madigan, the Secretary of
overweight, is not so much a Agriculture at that time.
lack of adequate activity as When the proposed
the fallacy of the Food Guide adjustment to the pyramid
Pyramid. was dropped a few weeks
Though the Dietary later, Madigan said the rea-
Guidelines for Americans son was because it would be
continually. states through- too hard for children to
out that" Aim for a healthy understand if adopted.
weight" is a goal, the food What the heck? Is America
pyramid sabotages us. getting fatter because our
A group of doctors called secretary of Agriculture did-
the Physicians Committee n't want to confuse school
for Responsible Medicine children with a healthier ver-
(PCRM) have taken on the···-sion?
USDA's Food Guide Well, no, not really. At
Pyramid. least not according to the
They have an active cam- PCRM, lobbyists and USDA
paign detailed through their employees who said the real
own web page. The PCRM reason was the food produc-
has filed a lawsuit against ers' objections.
the Federal Dietary The American Cancer
Guidelines Advisory Society, the American
Committee, claiming they Medical Association and
"operated in violation o,f the other organizations that deal
law" when they generated with the results of bad nutri-
the Dietary Guidelines. tional standards made their
According to the lawsuit own objections to the
history news release on their USDA's dumping of the
web page, several weeks "Eating Right Pyramid."
The USDA's answer to
those objections was to hire a
private firm to determine
whether there was another
alternative shape nutritional
information could take, like,
say a bowl.
They wanted to test it on
children, since that is the
USDA's target audience, but
discovered their (our) money
and time was wasted. The
present pyramid was
released a year later than
planned with 33 changes the
meat and dairy lobbies
demanded. Doesn't sound
political to me.
Why is this even impor-
tant? Well, the National
Center for Health Statistics
shows that in a study con-
ducted from 1988-94, 56% of
Americans were overweight.
Since the USDA controls
school lunch menus national-
ly, based on the Food Guide
Pyramid fine-tuned by meat
and dairy industries in 1991,
and their target audiences,
children, the next study from
1999-2000 would seem to be
an indicator of the success
(or lack) of teaching and
applying their version of
healthy eating habits to chil-
dren.
The study shows 64% of
Americans to be overweight.
This is definitely indicative
of a problem when your stats
rise 12% in 6 years.
It gets better: Remember
the lawsuit filed against the
USDA by the PCRM? There
was a news release, dated
Food politics making America obese
Oct. 2, 2000, that said a feder-
al court ruled against the
USDA for violating federal
law, keeping secret docu-
ments used in setting those
nutritional guidelines.
In the suit, the PCRM
argued that of thell mem-
bers on the committee that
produces the Dietary
Guidelines for Americans, 6
of them had financial ties to
the meat, dairy or egg indus-
tries.
Yeah, maybe our nation's
weight problems lie not in
enough physical activity. I'd
like toblame computers, too.
And the information age has
sure made accessing infor-
mation much less physical
than it used to be.
I can't help shaking the
conviction that eating habits
are established in childhood,
introduced when minds are
impressionable, reinforced
with false information, sup-
plied by people who are
more motivated by money
than truth.
The· sacrificial lambs are
children, who grow to be
overweight and / or obese
adults that our society thinks
are lazy. Makes a person
wonder who's really lazy.
Is it an apathetic, judg-
mental public, an aPfointed
government officia who
wants a bigger house, or a
misguided overweight per-
son who was molded by the
USDA's Food Guide
Pyramid into exactly what
he/she is?
Submit letters to the editor to:
editor@arbiteronline.com
James Patrick Kelly
Editor-in-Chief'
345·8204 x105
If you want to give your nursing career a shot in the arm, you need experience -
not the headache of how to pay your tuition. Qualify for an army ROTCnursing
scholarship, and you'll not-only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop
leadership skills you'll be able to tap into for your entire career. Talk to us at
the Army ROTCdepartment. We'll take care of you.
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teacher, and (most important-
ly) child in the State ofIdaho?
Just because someone has
spent a few years on a school
board does
not qualify him for such an
important calling. On the con-
trary, Marilyn .
Howard has all of the qualifi-
cations and the experience; of
course one
would know this if one had
researched the candidates.
Having lived next to and asso-
ciated with Tom Luna for ten
years I know about his
"accountably [and] results-ori-
ented decisions." Luna rarely
completes a task assigned to
him, is ill prepared and worst
of all tries to bluff his way
through life. It is nice to know
that ignorant voters like Brad
Christensen flock to the polls
every November to elect what-
ever fool puts his name on the
election ballot. '
guest opinion by Brad
Christensen. Even though Mr.
Christensen did a thorough
job on
explaining the problems fac-
ing our education system he
failed to tell us how State
Superintendent candidate
Tom Luna is qualified to get
theJ'ob done.
I a vise Brad to research his
candidates a little better before
giving them
such honorable praise.
If he had, he would have
learned a few things about
how "keenly aware" Tom
Luna is of the problems facing
our school system.
Has Luna ever been a superin-
tendent? No. Has Luna ever
been a principal? No. Has
Luna ever been a teacher? No.
Has he ever been a substitute
teacher? No. Does he have a
doctorate, master's or even a
bachelor's de~ree? No. His
only qualifications come from
being a car salesman, a manag-
er of a Radio Shack, an owner
of a business that went bank-
rupt, and being a father of six
kids. How can this man be the
superintendent of every edu-
cator, administrator, student,
the fact that those who have
access to Bronco Stadium well
before the gates are opened,
are able to save complete rows
of seats for people who are not
students and who do not even
watch the entire game.
After all, isn't it -supposed
to be the STUDENT section?
Doug Smith
History major
Religion on campus, there is
no better place ...
It is interesting that Ms.
Crockett wants to cleanse the
Boise State campus of
Christianity, while clinging
whole-heartedly to the politi-
cal and social freedoms of
speech etc. that are the result
of the Protestant Christian reli-
gion.
The founding fathers of this
country used the Bible and
other Christian sources as the
basis for the Constitution and
Bill of Rights. - .
Today there is a tendency
to separate the intellectual,
reli&ious, and political realms
of life into neat little boxes in
which there is little consisten-
cy and interaction between
them. This is absurd and dan-
gerous to the mind.
Ms. Crockett wants to keep
all of the goodies of a college
education, in which she is
allowed freedom to learn and
study virtually anything she
desires, but is extremely per-
turbed by the Gideon's hand-
ing out the "little green books"
as she"calls them.
The religious chimes and
preachers seem to make her
shudder. She questions
whether it is appropriate for
them to be on campus. Maybe
she would like to study in
China where Socialist ideolo-
gy leaves very little space for
reli/?ion, especially at state-run
institutions. However, I don't
think she would find the
atmosphere very conducive to
the free thought she seems to
desire.
I don't know what rationale
Ms. Crockett has for claiming
that religious "zealots" should
not be on campus.
Is she afraid she might be
converted? Either these zealots
are fools or they really do pos-
sess some fundamental and
overarching truth that defines
reality.
If the latter is correct, what
better place than an establish-
ment of supposed higher
learning to present their mes-
sage?
Ms. Crockett claimed that
the Bible she owns "is wedged
between other books of fic-
tion." If the Bible is fiction then
there is no non-fiction in exis-
tence in the world today.
For, to claim that the
events, especially in the New
Testament, did not exist is to
discount other Jewish and
Roman historians as well as
other sources.
The New Testament is also
verified by documentary evi-
dence, archaeological evi-
dence, and psychological evi-
dence. Sir Isaac Newton said
of the Bible, "There arc more
sure marks of 'authenticity in
the Bible than in any profane
history."
Jonathan Greif
student
Student tickets should be for
students ...
In each of the three home
football ~ames this season, I
have arnved well before the
gates are opened to ticket-
holders only to find most of
the lower level student section
either reserved or already
saved.
While I understand reserv-
ing several rows for potential
student athletes, I strongly
object to the fact that several
rows have blankets taped to
them before the gates are even
opened.
Apparently, these seats
have been 'saved' by on-field
personnel, mainly cheerlead-
ers, for friends and family,
most of which are not even
students at Boise State.
I guess my arriving two
hours before kick-off does not
payoff as those who can enter
Bronco Stadium, before the
rest of us ticket holders, can
pretty much save however
many rows of seats they wish.
This situation brings up
some questions. First, if stu-
dents are only allowed two
guest tickets, how is it that cer-
tain 'privileged' students have
the ability to obtain 12 or more
guest tickets?
To make matters even
worse, most of the people
these seats are being saved for
often arrive well after kick-off,
leave before. halftime, come
back midway through the
third quarter, then leave half-
way through the fourth.
Nearly all of these people
are not even students but
rather families, friends,
friend's families, little sister's
boyfriends, little sister's
boyfriend's families and so on.
This leads to the second
question: Are not guest ticket
holders supposed to be accom-
panied by a student-ticket
holder? If so, then that brings
us back to the first question of
the two to one guest/ student
ticket ratio.
Apparently, my arriving
two hours before kick-off does
no good. As each home game
arrives, I find myself relegated
to either sitting directly next to
the band or up in the "nose-
bleed" section of the upper
level of the student section.
I do not object to saving
seats for friends and such but,
once again, I strongly object to
Max Rich
Health science major
Voting for Luna is lunacy ...
I am writing in response to the
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SOME OF THE
PLACES WE FLY
Albuquerque
(Just an hour away from Santa Fe)
Austin
Baltimore/Washington (BWI)
(29 miles to downtown Washington. D.C,)
Chicago (Midway)
Ft. Lauderdale
(U miles to downtown Miami)
Harlingen/South Padre Island
Las VegasLetters
@Edif8r
Los Angeles (LAX)
We encourage readers
to respond in
letters for publication.
Letters must be 300
words or fewer. Please
include your name,
daytime telephone
number, major field of
study and year in
school. Please direct all
letters to
-editor@arbiteronline.co
m. Letters are subject to
editing. The Arbiter
cannot verify' the accu-
racy of statements made
in letters to the editor.
Columnists' views do
not necessarily repre-
sent those of the Arbiter
'editorial board and
staff; .
New Orleans
Oakland
(18miles to downtown San Francisco)
Phoenix
Providence
(A better way to Boston)
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TRICK
ORUCrabt, Salt Lake City
Each way with 14-day advance roundtrip purchase.
Travel Tuesday, Wednesday, or Saturday.
Fares will be up to $30 more each way when
you travel Sunday, Monday, Thursday, or Friday.
Fares do not Include a federal excise tax of $3 per takeoff and landing.
San Diego
Seattle/Tacoma
~
limited and won't be available on some flights that
operate during very ~usy travel times and holiday
periods like Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year's.
For reservations, call your travel agent or Southwest
Airlines or log on for low faressM at southwest.com.
Wanna get away? Now you can. Fly Southwest
Airlines for just $39-$99 each way with roundtrip
purchase. Be sure to purchase your ticket at least
14 days in advance, within one day of making
reservations, and by October 24, 2002. Seats are
Tampa Bay
West Palm Beach
Service may not be
available from all cities. '
Offer applies to pUblished,
scheduled service only. II
I
i
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Tickets are nonrefundable but (except for tickets purchased throuQh our Group Tickets ProQ~m) maybe .applled toward futu~1ravel on Southwest Alrllne~ rares. are subject to chanQe untiltlck!ted. Any chanQe In Itinerary may resul!
In an Increase In fare. Service to and from OranQe County and Houston Intercontinental airports not Included. Do£s not Include travel to or from_flOrida markets from March 13 throuQh April 4. 2003. C200Z Southwest~~~~/~~
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Tools for Success
Technology Workshops
for Students
Sponsored by Academic
Technologies and the Educational
Technology Program.
It's difficult to show your instructors your best work
if you're struggling with the tools you use. Now
you can receive intensive instruction in. using
technology both in and out of the classroom,
gaining hands-on experience with the high-tech
tools you need to succeed. These workshops
cover the software commonly used by students,
focusing on how that software can most efficiently
help you attain your educational goals. Stop by
Academic Technologies (between the Business
and Education Building) to sign up for a workshop
today!
Using MS-Word and End
Notes to Create Better
Research Papers
Editing Images in Image
Composer
For more information see "Tools for Technology"
at http://itc.boisestate.edu.
All workshops are held in SM 106. A non-refundable fee of
$7.50 is due at registration. Seating is limited, so you must
register to attend the workshops. To register, stop by the
Front Desk at Academic Technologies (between the College
of Business and Education buildings). Questions? 426-3286
or kwilson@boisestate.edu.
Diversions Editor
Lauren Consuelo Tussing'
Phone:
345·8204 x104 '-'"i
•
E-mail:
diversionS@arbiteronlinc.comDiversions The Arbiter • Page B11Thursday, October 17, 2002
Professor finds
passion in dance
received the funds to have a
full-time dance instructor,
and Hansen got the position
over the other fifty applicants
from all over the us
"Most dancers have to
teach in order to make ends
meet; even if you're on a full-
time contract, your contracts
are never year round," she
said.
Hansen teaches ballet and
repertory dance classes for
actors, which includes con-
temporary dance, tap, jazz,
ballet, yoga and pilates.
"1 think ballet is the most
valuable form of training. If
)'ou can do ballet well, every-
thing else will be easier," she
said.
. Hansen works with I?rofes-
slonal and experienced
dancers through Idaho Dance
Theatre, but she also enjoys
working with beginners.
"1 find it refreshing. It
helps me remember what it is
you need to learn first.
Teaching be~inners is chal-
lenging but It'S also fun for
me," she said.
Hansen believes every
technique level has its own
challenges.
'''There are teachers who
just refuse to teach lower-
level students, and I always
think that perhaps .they're
lazy or too impatient," she
said.
Hansen agrees there are
challenges not only with
beginners, but also across the
~xe~ -
"Men may have more diffi-
culty picking up some of the
movements simply because
they never had the chance
like many little girls do. They
may be more insecure or
inhibited," she said.
However, her two sons did
have the chance to be exposed
to dance. Yurek, 20, and Leif,
15, are company dancers for
Idaho Dance Theatre.
"I'm trying very hard not
to be the kind of parent where
I become so reliant on them
being dancers that if they
don't want to do it, it messes
things up," Hansen said.
In addition to teaching,
Hansen also choreographs for
Idaho Dance Theatre's
Educational Outreach
Program, a show put on
every year for elementary-
level children, The material is
completely new every year,
and there is only about a
month to put it all together.
This year there are seven
dancers that will be touring
schools in the area. There are
thirty-six shows a year, and
sometimes the dancers will
travel as far as Oregon with a
variety of music stretching
from Beethoven to hip-hop to
swing.
"We're hoping to expose
dancers to the value of dance
as a creative way of express-
ing themselves," Hansen
said.
Dance is not taught in
schools very often because
there are few teachers who
feel comfortable with dance
segments in their classrooms,
Hansen said. With this pro-
gram, everyone is encour-
aged to participate and by the
end, the entire classroom is -
dancing. .
"Every single culture has
native dances. Dance is used
to celebrate; it's used to party.
It's used in mourning. It's
part of being human,"
Hansen said.
By Tammy Sands
TheArbiter-------
Marla Hansen, associate
professor in the Department
of Theatre Arts, has been
dancing since she was a little
girl. ..'
She had her first dance
lessons in the first grade, and
began choreographing dance
recitals in the sixth grade. Her
family listened to and appre-
ciated a variety of music.
"We would play music full
blast in the house, and every-
one would dance around. It
was such a creative outlet,"
Hansen said.
Hansen achieved her
M.F.A. at the University of
Utah, where she met her hus-
band, who is also a dancer.
"It helps to be involved
.with someone who shares the
same interests and can under-
stand the lifestyle and the
stresses that go with it," she
said.
They moved to Idaho in
1981 to join the American
Festival Ballet, which is now
Ballet Idaho. The company
moved from Moscow to Boise
in 1982, and Hansen and her
husband danced with them
until 1989.
In the fall of 1989, the
Hansens' began Idaho Dance
Theatre.
"We felt like it was time for
a change," she said.
The company has grown
since because there was a
market for it. At the same
time, a position came open at
Boise State, and Hansen
applied.
In the spring of 1990,
Hansen started teaching as an
adjunct instructor. Several
years later, Boise State
- I
Photo by Jeremy Branstad, The Arbiter.Marla Hansen helps a dancer stretch out.
IDT 'Turns It Up' for opener
macy in that piece," Miner
said.
The next piece is twa sec-
tions of Beethoven's
"Moonlight" Sonata pre-
miered by Carol Rowe, with
music performed live by
Parkinson.
Rowe calls the first section
"Cliff notes," which has two
meanings because the
imagery contains cliffs, and
it's like the Cliff's notes of
life. A platform was built for
the dancers to exemplify a
sense of danger.
"The Sonata works well
for dance because it lends
itself to choreographing,"
Rowe said.
Rowe will also present
"Recess," an energetic piece
made up of contemporary
dance to the music of
Michael Torke, a relatively
young composer who com-
posed music for the Atlantic
Olympics.
"Recess" has imagery
from a playground from an
adult perspective.
_ "The playground is where
characters emerge, such 'as
See IDT on Page B-2...
Hansen said it is gorgeous
music, with parts of the sec-
tion very contemporary and
other parts classical and
romantic in nature.
Seth Miner, a senior math
and music double major at
Boise State, is dancing in
Hansen's piece. Miner is an
intern for Idaho Dance
Theatre now, but he never
thought he would make it
that far in dance because he
didn't enter the dance world
until the age of 19.
Miner, 21 now, said it took
a lot of guts to become a
dancer at such a late age
since he started out two
years ago in the sweatpants
and lack of flexibility that
screamed beginner.
"It's not about how good
you are, but how hard you're
willing to work," Hansen
said.
"The whole show is going
to be really fun. Marla is a
wonderful lady, and I love
'herto death," Miner said.
Miner said the romantic
piece with the dancing cou-
ples is very intimate but not
very sensual or sexual. .
"I like the feeling of inti-
sive lifts while people skate-
board and roller. blade
around.
"It reminds me of trying
to get across campus when
you've got ten minutes to get
from the Pavilion to the
Morrison Center," Hansen
said.
In the next section, three
couples cultivate a romantic
atmosphere that leads to the
final section Hansen refers to
as "Overworked and
Overwhelmed:'
"It reminds me basically
of the stuff that we all put
ourselves under during these
times," Hansen said.
"1 mean there's so much
information being bombard-
ed at us at all times, and
sometiines you feel like you
have to listen to all of it or
you're going to miss some-
thing, and it can drive you
crazy. Sometimes you have
to let it all go, shake it off and
just not worry in order to get
through the day."
Del Parkinson will per-
form live for Hansen's piece
as well as three baroque
dances to the music of
Grieg's Holberg Suite:
Diem," or seize the day. This
beautiful piece contains three
different sections, which con-
vey varying emotional feel-
ings.
To evoke a fast pace,
"Carpe Diem" opens with
dancers 'performing impres-
and men in leather pants, all
while exploring the intrica-
cies of humanity.
Marla Hansen, associate
professor in the Department
of Theatre Arts, will be open-
ing the performance with her
piece, entitled "Carpe
By Tammy Sands
TheArbiter·-------
Idaho Dance Theatre man-
ages to give us what we real-
ly want with this year's pre-
mier of Tum It Up: Intimacy,
excitement, romance, danger
I
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Creed cancelled.~ •. ·
Due to throa,t tomplica~ .'
tions forleadsinger Scott
Stapp, Creed cancelled
several concerts earlier
this month;
Now that Stapp's throat
seems to have recovered,
Creed will be making up
the concerts they missed.
However, Creed opted to
skip their scheduled per-
formance in Nampa this
Sunday to make up a
concert in Los Angeles.
Information regarding
refunds for the show is
expected to be released
soon.
Poetry reading ...
Boise State adjunct pro-
fessor Norman Weinstein
Will be reading poetry
from his latest book
Weaving Fire From Water
[Rubedo: Book II] tonight
at 7:30 p.m. at the
Literary Log Cabin
Center.
He will also be available .
for book signing. Tickets
are available for $2-$3.
The Literary Log Cabin
Center is located at 801 S.
Capitol Blvd. For more
information call 331-8000.
Spoon is feeding you the cool vibes.
Spoon to play at .NeuroluxRock & Roll will
never die ...
As long as bands like The
Strokes continue to pros-
per, rock & roll is here to
stay.
As part of their 25th
Anniversary Party, The
Record Exchange is pre-
senting The Strokes at the
Big Easy Concert House
on Friday.
Doors open at 6:00 p.m.
and the show starts at
7:00 p.m. Tickets are
available at The Record
Exchange, located at 1105
W. Idaho St.
tens. Kill The Moollliglzt
should ..all start 'to become
comfortable and make sense
as it's an album of upbeat,
original, slightly experimen-
tal pop songs and not an
unyielding avani-garde doc-
ument.
Knowing the album well
might be of use on Thursday, ,
Oct. 17 when Spoon drops 111
for a show at the Neurolux.
The show starts at 9 p.m.
with openers The Oranges
Band. The cost is a measly $5
in advance or $7 at the door.
should or sometimes even at
all, organs and other sounds
taunt you, fading in' and out
like a switch; sampled
breathing sounds are used as
percussion and guitars never
fully kick in and dominate
like good rock songs are sup-
posed to.
The album might be frus-
trating and almost disorient-
ing during the first listen,
especially if you're expecting
the slightly more standard
guitar rock of their earlier
albums or the swank,
lounge-rock of 2001's Girls
Cml Tell.
But after a couple of lis-
coolness without the alienat-
ing exclusivity.
The rest-of Spoon's latest
collection of neck-bending,
feet-shifting indie rock is as
endearing, but each song is
crafted in a different manner,
making the album smooth
but unpredictable all the
same.
Kill The MoOizlight is a
sparse, stripped-down, idio-
syncratic record that
"works" despite a deliberate
disregard for typical arrange-
ments.
The drums don't always
come in and pick uf the
rhythm when you fee they
nudity, Daniels references !1
similarly carefree lifestyle as
.he sings matter-of-factly.
"We get high in the back
seats of cars/we break into
mobile homes ... We seek out
the taciturn/That's the way
wegetby."
Through gifted songwrit-
ing wizardry, he writes about
his hip, reckless behavior
and references the Stooges
without sounding like a
thickheaded snob.
This is part of the magic of
Spoon - like the older sib-
ling who took you along to
parties as a kid, they main-
tain an impenetrable aura of
By Jim Toweill
The Arbiter -------
All Spoon singer / gui-
tarist/ chief songwriter Britt
Daniels needs to craft a song
that'll build a nest in a listen-
er's head is his voice and a
wooden block. .
Give him a little more, say,
a piano and some drums and
he'll write a tune like "The
Way We Get By," the year's
catchiest song. Yes, it's got a
hook even simpler and
deceptively insidious than
Nelly's "Hot In Herre."
And while it doesn't
inspire spontaneous summerWill Jam for Food ...
Earnest Orange, Chakra
Mission, Ned Evett and
Bill Coffey are perform-
ing at the Big Easy
Concert House Thursday
as part of an Idaho Food'
Bank benefit concert.
Tickets are $10 for the
general public and $5 for
students.
Doorprizes will be
awarded, including two
tickets for one trip on
Horizon Air. Doors open
at 6:00 p.m.
Ben Folds finds own key with solo album
tinguishable from those songs
produced when Ben still had
his "five." .
On the upside, however,
those who were partial to the
tunes from Whatever and Ever
Amell and The Unauthorized
Bio'\raphy of Reinhold MessllC1'
witl be ver}' pleased with
Rockin' the Suburbs.
ries firsthand.
As for the album's general
sound, many of the 'songs
sound very similar to one
another and all bear a striking
melodic resemblance to much
of the band's earlier work.
Some critics have chastised
Folds for this - the fact that
few of his solo pieces are dis-
Many of the song titles on
the new album bear names of
fictitious· people ("Annie
Waits," "Zak and Sara,"
"Losing Lisa," and "Carrying
Cathy"), suggesting that
Folds envisions his songs as
parables in which each of his
hypothetical characters learns
a'life lesson.
Folds subtly imparts his
personal advice, cloaked
inside the tunes' bubbly
refrains, to his listener. By
using generalized characters
to whom most people can
relate, Folds gives the new
album a very intimate feel,
almost as if the listener were
sitting beside him on a couch
and hearing him tell the sto-
"Brick," "Army," "Battle of
Who Could Care Less,"
"Fair" and a slew of others,
has a quirky. and unique
sound, and is well-known lor
its frontman's stellar piano
talent. .
Folds, 36, separated from
the band, which had been
together for seven years, in
2001, claiming that the depar-
ture was amicable and that
the group arrived at a natural
stopping point.
To see how he would fare
on his own, Folds put out his
first solo album since leaving.
the band, entitled Rockin' the
Suburbs, which was met with
mixed reviews upon its
release last year.
By Jessica Herling
The Daily Princctonian
(Princeton U,) -----
"...And don't forget to give
me back my black tee shirt!"
Many of us have, no doubt,
belted out these words at the
top of our lungs on some solo
road trip, or perhaps in the
shower when we think
nobody's listening.
They are, for those who
don't Immediately recognize
them, some of the memorable
lyrics popularized by Ben
Folds Five, specifically from
the band's vengeful but hilar-
ious "Song for the Dumped."
The North Carolina-based
group, famed for hits like
designer for this upbeat,
versatile performance.
"It'snot just' an abstract
ballet; there's more to it than
,that. The whole show is real-
ly diverse," Hansen said.
'.•·.Idaho DanceTheatre pre-
sents Turn It Up Friday, Oct.
18 at 8 p.m. andSaturday;
Oct, 19 at 2 p.m. anci8p.m"
at the Special Events Center.
For more information,
please .. call Idaho Dance
Theatre at 331-9592.
IDT from page B-1
bullies, sissies .or .cliques,
There is an adult world right
there on the playground,"
Rowe said. . .'
Finally, Thax von Reither
wiJIprem.·lere his latest piece
entitled. "Renegades" to. the,
music of Queen. Men wear-
ing leather pants epitomizes
this rowdy piece; .
"It's very, sexy and light-
hearted," Hansen said.
Alfred Hansen is the light
Blues man James
Armstrong ...
In celebration of their
ninth anniversary, the
Blues Bouquet is present-
ing California blues man
James Armstrong.
Armstrong is sure to give
fans a bluesy feast, with
the musical influences of
[imi Hendrix, Eric
Clap ton and RobertCray,
Tickets are $5 for the gen-
eral public and free for
members of the Boise
Blues Society. A yearly
membership to the Boise
Blues Society is $15.
The Blues Bouquet kicks
off the night with the
Boise Blues Society meet-
ing at 5:00 p.m. Anyone is
welcome to join.
. The Blues Bouquet is '
located at 10lD Main St.
in downtown Boise.
Formore information call.
345-6605.
••""ibo-otibs-
ASBSU
Are you ready to face the challenge?
student government senator-at-larqe
elections are in November!
election packets will be available to pick up on
Wednesday, October 16, 2002 at 8:00am.
only those who care about:
• current events on campus;
• have a concern about student issues;
• and want to be heard need apply!
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
d: f( ~>FEN-PHEN~~D~HEART DISEASE
'Pondimln.! R'ed ux U~e·rs.
Free Echocardlogram
.r: ,The 2Q.O-3 Japan Exchange an'd Teachin'g Program '
_0..i' ..
Boise
October 26 & 27
Saturday & Sunday
Doubletree Riverside
2900 Chinden Blvd.
Boise, ID 83714
(Off ofl84)
- Boise
October 22 & 23
Tuesday and Wednesday
Holiday Inn
3300 Vista Ave,
Boise, ID 83705
(Near Airport)
Mountain lIome
October 1.9& 20
Saturday & Suo day
Besl Western Inn
1080 Hwy 20
Mountain Home, ID 83647
(Across from Pilot Center)
Austin City
Limits... .
For those of ypu that
want to stay home for the
weekend, Idaho PTV pre-
sents "By the Hand of #te
Father" on Austin City
Limits, channel 4 at 9:30
p.m .. The program fea-
tures the music of
AlejandioEscov~doas
well asstori~sand songs
from the stage production
of Ilythe Handoftlle', .
Father, a story set in the ....•,,
20th cepturyab()utthe •..••... .
pasSilge ·of a.'M:eXi~an~.:
.Ari:tE!ri~fath,~~~·.;,:\ ;,".
,', .-:,. ',',', " :, ",:~~,,~,:~:2X':~'; '. '
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience
Call 1-800-314-4499 foran Appointm'ent
or for dates for Free Echocardiograms at these locations
Rexburg, Idaho Falls, Pocatello, Burley, Twin Falls, HaileyRequirenlents ~
- Have,anexcellent command of the English language
- Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 30, 2003
-Be.a U.S. citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year
Walk-ins Welcorne* 8:00 a.rn-6:00 p.rn
CIUI)L\lll\fi: IJI.\IJII:--:L - 212 \In:--:T1IS IU:\\:\I\I:--:(;
YOUR HEALTH MAY BE AT RISK
YOU MAY HAVE NO SYMPTOMS
BILLIONS ALREADY PAID
."
Applications are now available. The deadline for applying is December 5: 2002.
For more information and '<Inapplication contact the Consulate General of Japan in Portland at
2700 Wells Fargo Tower 1300 SW 5th Avenue, Portland, OR 97201. Call (503) 221-1811 x14
or 1-800-INFD-JET. The application can also be found at www.lIs.emb-japan.go.jp ,
*Please bring your pharmacy, prescription records or pill bottles
Danziger & De Llano Attorneys. Houston. Licensed by the S~e Court of Texas
Not certified by the TexasBoard of Legal Specialization:Cases worked jointly
'"---- .. --'-------
Thursday, October 17, 2002
:,,~~,~~k.~;:~<"
:P" ,ly. gap~~~f
",0 ..• dm our ownl'lack-
'yard"fucluding 23wotkS.by
()t~goll·based . painter i\I\d
,.•~u.qltQrLucindaPai'ket and:
. a gr~up of ma~ierworks from •.'
,Amencailartists. ".', -. .
.',.J ..ucinda ' , Parker's'
'~N() ..t .t h.w e s t.er n'
:pers~ctives," a collection of '
1-1e\V,'"' .pain~g~,' provides :~.'
,mpre,oIJw-[ diStinct style.. ·,'·,c, •. '"
,'.l'arkernasbecome one of. "'-
,\tp~No~~est's mos]eronli.. ' ...
. I}~J1.t painters, . utilizfug , \
VIbrant colors and .forms. in ,
{·her·y ..ork, amplifying linean" ~hape. ' ..,.'
.,.Yellow, black and. white
areiseeIlmost frequently in
c()mbination and this gives
Parker's work a, dynamic,
popping quality. , ''.nus contrast dramatizes
the piecen. The bright colors
leap0'llt frornthe'black, mak-
ing the.blackmore absolute,
.asiE space itself has become
·abse.t1t,leaVingnothing.
,:Parker draws much:of her
r iris~irati()n from nature, and
,willie nature is faintly Ere-
r~E!nt,itis the geometry in her
,paintings that is most dis-
.'cernable, The marriage of the
two makes for artwork thatis
beyond compare. '
. Lines are bold; angles
• int~rject infrequently so that
they' often become the focal
point of the work. '.
• Parker has' been building
her abstractions for over 30
years, each piece springing
from the one before It so that
the evolution is continual.
This collection consists of
paintings and drawings com-
pleted between 1999 and
2002. Some of her pieces are
being presented for the first
time at the Boise 'Art
Museum.
Parker works primarily in
acrylic, varying her surface
from canvas to wood. She
also does charcoal sketches
on paper, three of which are
included in.this installation.
Parker is very close to her
art. For her itseems to be an
organic being in itself, com-
plete with its own conscious-
ness.
Parker does not plan her
work,but simply ~begins
painting and allows the work
to lead her around the can~
vas; picking out the natural
shapes . that appear and
building on them.
In addition to Lucinda
Parker's contributions, BAM
is also hosting "American
Masters," a. collection of
paintings 'on loan from the
Portland Art Museum.
This is an assortment of
works by some of America's
foremost painters, and is a
rare opportunity to view his-
toric pieces of art. .
Early American art con-
sisted primarily of. commis-
sioned portraits of patrons
and their families or of bibli-
cal scenes, but by the mid
1800'sother forms were gain-
ing acceptance.
Still life, scenes of every-
day life and particularly pris-
tine American landscapes
became popular,
Artistsleft to find an edu-
cation in Europe, but. upon
retuming.fostered a unique
style marked by the
Diversions The Arbiter • Page B3
Pfeiffer's rough in 'White Oleander'
American ideals of individu-
ality and spontaneity in
which Impressionism played
a largerole. . . .
In the first half of the 20th
century, the focus, of art
altered with the development
of abstractions. such as
Cubism and Fauvism.Where
attention had .previously
been directed toward nature,
it now pivoted toward urban
environments as social and
economic issues caine into
play.
Some artists continued to
paint nlral scenes - people
going about their daily lives.
This exhibition presents a
diverse cross section of work.
. Both Lucinda Parker~s,
"Northwestern Perspectives"
and "American Masters" nln
through Oct. 20.
By Adam Arnold
Badger Herald (U. Wiscollsin)
Director Corey Yuen's The
,Transporter introduces Jason
Statham (Snatch), survivor of
two Guy Ritchie films, as a
credible - relatively speak-
ing - action star. He is given
just enough dialogue to show
he can, in fact, act, but not so
much that the audience is
forced to waste energy think-
ing.
More importantly, he is
given ample .opportunity to
show oft hIS upper-body
development, including. a
brilliantly contrived scene I.n
which he actually removes hIS
shirt while fighting. Beware:
This is the stuIf franchises are
made of.
The film opens with a self-
contained introductory
sequence (a la Raiders of the
Lost Ark and every Bond film)
as a prelude_ to the actual
story, such as it is.
Our hero, Frank Martin
(Statham), is presented as an
amoral mercenary vehicular
specialist whose discretion
and driving skills make him <l
desirable contract employee
for bank robbers and other
well-off criminals along the
French Riviera.
Frank spends a great deal
of time dIscussing how the
weight of his cargo may affect
his escajJe maneuvers, while
disregarCling the fact that the
length of thiS discussion gives
the police plenty of time to
arrive on the scene.
He's our hero, but doesn't
worry much about leading
Rolice on a destnlctive chase
through busy streets. .
Throughout the movie, the
audience ISexpected to accept
the emotionless Martin as tEe
good guy in spite of his disre-
gard for 1egahty and morality.
Like any actIOnflick, explO-
sions are the name of the
game. And, typically, it seems
LookiD~to jurop~t~t you~
J1~UOWt:eD~nty'? ~~iD~your
Dl~htmne$to tife hy
~-shoppiD~ ~ J~Kt~'~WlL'DU-
eosturoes wr PUlr~se or reDt, hu~e seletioD
ot w,sks, ,wluori«$ to towp[ctc your look,
w,kt-up. h,frspr2Y. specbl ettects, teeth.
\91~,propS 'D~ goret'loreU
.'
"
"
----~------.-----~-----:-------_ .._--'-
By Jay Boyar
The Orlando Sentinel ---
If you thought Michelle
Pfeiffer was scary in 1992's
Batman Returns, wait till you
see her claws in White
Oleander.
As a ruthlessly judgmen-
tal mother in the new film,
she makes Catwoman look
like a pussycat.
"well, that was a comic
strip, you-know?" she said,
in a gently mocking tone.
"I mean, it wasn't sup-
posed to be too scary."
Pfeiffer is wearing a sheer,
multicolored top - a rain-
bow to complement the gold-
en sunniness of her hair. This
flouncy, gentle look contrasts
dramatically with the hard-
edged intelligence she dis-
plays during an interview.
In 'fact, if the actress
weren't so inarguably beauti-
ful in that fresh, open,
California' way, she might
. seem threatening.
Playing a mother impris-
oned for a crime of passion in
White Oleander, Pfeiffer
achieves what she calls "a
whole new caliber of mean."
But she didn't always see the
character of Ingrid that way.
"I didn't approach it WIth
the intention of being scary,"
she said.
"I approached it trying to
find out who this person
was, which baffled me and
actually, 'l,uite frankly, still
baffles me. '
Playing a woman she did-
n't fully understand was, to
say the least, a challenge.
"Well, you can under-
stand it to a degree," she
said.
"1 do think that however
destructive and narcissistic
and annihilating she may be
- and selfish and a lot of
other adjectives - she is also
very truthful. Istood behind
the truth in what she was
saying."
Despite Catwoman's long
shadow, it's easy to forget
that Pfeiffer has long pos-
sessed the edge that she
shows off in W/'llte Oleander.
Her recent films - I Am
Sam in 2001, What Lies
Beneath in 2000, To Gillian on
Her 37th Birthday in 1996 -
haven't allowed her much
room to express it.
But that hard side has
been there since her first
major role, as the alluring
junkie Elvira opposite Al
Pacino in Scarface, nearly two
decades ago .
"A nymph turning into a
witch before our eyes," is
how film historian David
Thomson, author of The New
Biographical Dictionary of
Film, describes her in that
breakthrough performance.
Scarface director Brian De
Palma continues· to be
impressed by Pfeiffer's dark
. undertones, noting that "her
Catwoman is something you
will never for~et."
It was Pfeiffer's work in
Scarface in 1983, along with
her performance as a disillu-
sioned chanteuse in 1989's
The Fabulous Baker Boys that
helped White Oleander direc-
tor Peter Kosminsky to see
Pfeiffer as Ingrid.
"She was laser-like," he
said.
,"She was direct. She
looked you in the eye. She
said what she thought. And
that, absolutely for me, was
the way Ingrid had to be
played."
Because her character is
incarcerated for most of the
movie, Pfeiffer spent a lot of
time filming behind bars, in
prison togs and handcuffs.
She says that making a movie
in a prison, even in a part of
one that wasn't operational
during production, added to
the reality of her perfor-
mance.
"This place is just so dark
and unsettling. 1hated every
moment being there," she
said.
Pfeiffer has two children
and has been married to TV
producer David E. Kelley
("Ally McBeal") since 1993.
Although the careers of
'most actresses have begun to
fade by their mid-40s, the 45-
.year-old Pfeiffer has contin-
ued to work steadily.
She ddes some of her best
work in White Oleander and,
she says, enjoys acting now
more than ever. '
"When you're younger
and you're kind of desperate,
you need approval and you
need to work, you have to
work," she said.
"When I wasn't working, 1
didn't know what to do with
myself. I sort of didn't exist
in a way."
Pfeiffer found the role in
White Oleander "liberating"
because she didn't have to
worry about making the
character likable. And' she
even admits to seeing herself
- or a bit of herself, anyway -
"in the unfathomable Ingrid.
"I think that I can be kind
of judgmental at times," she
said.
"I don't like that about
myself."
Special JiggDonor Needed
Preferred Donor \viU meetthefollowingcriteria:
Height Approxirriately 5'9 or Taller
Caucasian
S.A.T. Score Around 1250 or High' A.C.T.
College Student o! Graduate Under 30
Athletic
No Genetic Medical Issues
'rransporter' delivers standard action fare
everyone in this movie has
plenty of guns from which to
choose, except at such time as
hand-to-hanCl combat is more
appealing.
Not a single action cliche is
missed, from non-brain-dam-
age-causing whacks on the
head to render someone
unconscious, to nameless
henchmen who can't hit a tar-
get with automatic weapons,
to bad guys who fail to kill the
hero when they've got him
with a gun to 1115 heaa, to the
stereotypicall)' slimy villain
(Matt Schulze, Blade Il). And of
course there are contrivances
and gaping plot holes galore.
.It is a fine example of
today's action film.
Nonetheless, The Trallsporter
delivers on its promise as a
fast-paced,simple-minded
action flick. It is pure escapist
entertainment. and hard core
action fans will overlook the
film's considerable lackings.
COMPENSATION $80,000
Paid to you and{or the charity of your choice
All related expenses will be paid in addition to your compensation '
(Extra compensation available tor someone who might be especiallygifted
in athletics, science/mathematics or music)
For more information or to ob~nanapplication
. f
or email: EggDo~;
*Thisad is being placed for a particular client and is
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A Boise State lacrosse player breaks through a group of Montana players. Photo by Jeremy Branstad, The Arbiter.
when you can gear up -for
.signing up, that's mlife
Buy a phoneand a qualified AT&TWireless Calling Plan for $39.99or more a month and
get Unlimited Night &Weekend minutes for life~ 400 Anytime Minutes, and your choice of
free gear. From fresh styles to the latest tech gadgets, choose from Levi's jeans; DVDs,
Loews movie passes, CD players and more-jusffo'rsigning up! Check out all the stuff at
attwlreless.comjqear» '... ". .... '. ". .' .....••.•
,:~U'npl1)it~d Night ~nd Weeken·d.",i~.utes av.ailablewlth a t,~o-yeaicqnt~~~~ fO?~;long as you remain on the same plan.
I. ' .• , '." ~ , ', •... ~., •••• '-:'.,/ ! ,' .. :." -, :.: '.':.'-,.': ;..'.~.: ~.-.
<:};-t;:;,;";::,:,:.>,,,,;~~~fl·>· .: " ,;c~81g.~,?¥;! l' ..
t~..,:~ ~,~~~.~,.... ~ 011 new phone aild ..... aciIVa\lonOnlljuaJlflod planaftor Auptl. 2002,UodIt IfllIrovaI, 1$36 AcdYadon Fee.
,l' 0"" or yar ~.Iid IJll ~,I $175 ~on M,~rdclpantll'llUlt be It 'OISt!~"'"old. onroIledIn I two- or foIn-yar ~ and '- I valld.-ll Idd....
Ind ''''''met ICcess. f'ro&1:arlI~ only.ci\~: lhat'lCtM'" .ervlce It ettwl~ or It parddpldrw AT&T Win.... S«oret,~ Aurhortud DeaI.rs In select
,c,~,~,~,1or 11Irn1IW,1Ime- !"......~ mun.-l"'- for ",Jan 30 ~ after ............ In QrderlO -- ~"" .... c:omp;.ca GuIdelines and
- ~8ii&iP'ct~bfi~fI;,w'i-edIn~ ~'~j~lat'i~;";li;i.tbinl~r.Pa~·~ b«i;;d 6i·~~~f.ltili.i;a~1fIi.i~1an ~d promodonJl maurtalL
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WA~SoccerSlandlnus
JOB OPEninG
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
PerformingArts & Family Events
S300/month!
Requirements:
Must be enrolled in 8 credits
Must have at least a 2.25 GPA
15 office hours per week
Mandatory meeth1g
Monday at 4:30PM
By Aaron Barton
TheArbiter------
The Boise State men's
lilClQsseteam play~d. host to
"•its ..fall, tournament' this past
':.weekep,:d inwhich they were
'",1-3 over four matches.
" . The •Broncos opened up
" their play on Saturday with a
loss.' to a tough Gonzaga
squad.
l,' .: The.9..7~defeatcame at the
hands of Boise State's
strongest opponent over the
weekend, according to Erik
Jones, lacrosse team presi-
dent.
With six universities
attending the tournament
and each of them attempting
to ~et in four matches apiece,
BOIseState could afford little
time to rest. The Broncos sue-
cessfullyplayed three match-
es over a live-hour period on
Saturday.
In their second game,
Boise State fell to
Washington State 7-5. And in
their final Saturday match,
the Broncos lost to Utah State
University by the score of 6-
1.
The squads regrouped on
Sunday morning, and were
able to come out with a victo-
ry over the University of
Montana 10-1. .
Gonzaga walked off with
the trophy from this week-
end, as they went undefeated
in the tournament 4-0.
WAC Games
Despite coming away
from the tournament with
onlr one win, the Broncos
fee that the goals for the
weekend were aceom-
p'lished. Only about half of
the Boise State squad have
collegiate lacrosse experi-
ence.
Jones said the team's main
aspirations for the tourna-
ment wer~ to get ~ll the play-
ers acquamted WIth the col-
lege level of the game and to
get everyone some playing
time.
"The tournament was
good experience for the
younger players, and the
team got noticeably better
and better with each game,"
Jones said.
"Individually we looked
as good as anyone else, we
just aren't quite gelling as a
team yet," Boise State head
coach Tad Arnt said.
Many of the tournament
teams met up Saturday
evening with family and
friends at the Red Robin
restaurant off of Park Center.
Red Robin agreed to help
sponsor the tournament by
offering a $5 meal discount
to anyone who brought a
lacrosse stick to their table.
The .Boise State squad is
now preparing for its final
fall tournament. The team
will travel to Spokane, Wash.
for its last off-season action
on Oct. 26 and 27.
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Boise Stale.,
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.san Josest,
Hawai'l
La.,Tech
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For more info:
VisnStudent InvolvementGenter BOil. STAn
Call 426-1223 ' •• , ••• \ , ••
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)\.
Divisions: Co-Ree, Men's"Women',s
'Entry Period: Ode .14-0et:2if::
Manager's Meeting: Oct. 23
Game Days: Fr;.,Sat.
Play Begins: Oct. 2S Wiflleball
Entry fee: $15
All Nlgl'lrat;on. anclentry fees are clUein the
StuclentRecr8flt;on Cen,.rc:luring th•• ~c;fied
'date.. 'or more ,;,Iomial;on call 426;'''31.
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Bulldogs await orange crush
By Phil Dailey
The Arbiter------
It's finally here. The game
every Boise State football fan
has been waiting for all sea-
son. Tomorrow night, under
the ESPN-induced lights
Boise State and Fresno Stat~
battle for WAC supremacy.
Last season, the Broncos
rained on Fresno State's
parade when they traveled to
California and upset the
Bulldogs in front of 42, 881
hostile fans.
Fresno State was 6-0 and
ranked eighth in the nation,
only to fall to Boise State 35-
30 10 what many say was the
greatest win in Bronco histo-
ry - a victory televised on
ESPN on a similar Friday
night.
"This season has been a bit
different for the Bulldogs.
Fresno State has already
· dropped three of its first
seven games and has been hit
: by key injuries. Despite the
losses and a tough road
schedule, the Bulldogs have
· played solid.
- Fresno State lost by two
· points to then-ranked No. 23
· Wisconsin and by four to
then-ranked No. 13 Oregon.
· "Five out of our seven
: games have come down to
· the final play," said Fresno
- State head coach Pat Hill.
· The Bulldogs rebounded
- from early losses and have
. won their last three games
· against Rice, then-ranked No.
o 22 Colorado State and last
week against Southern
- 'Methodist.
"I believe those early sea-
son games have helped us,"
Hill said.
"It is a great advantage to
play in 'hostile envIron-
ments." .
Key losses have slowed
down Fresno on offense.
Wide receiver and All-
American Bernard Berrian,
who went down in the open-
ing game of the season
against Wisconsin, has yet to
return for the Bulldogs.
Fresno State is also without
right offensive tackle Joe
Schey. Schey. has been a
starter the last four seasons
for the Bulldogs.
With all the injuries and set
backs, Hill remains opti-
mistic.
"We're starting to settle in,
we have a lot of new guys in
the line-up, we are startin~ to
get our spacing and our tim-
\ 1 .
ing down," Hill said. Broncos.
The sibling combination of "There is a lot at stake for
Marque ana Rodney Davis both teams it is 'very impor-
has helped the Bulldogs get tant to get a win at this stage
back on track. Rodney ran for of the game," Bronco head
201 yards and one touch- coach Dan Hawkins said.
down, 'and Marque caught "I think that with a team
three passes for 96 yards and like Fresno and coach Hill
a touChdown.in the 30-7 win }'ou always have a tremen-
last week agamst SMU.. dous amount of pride in your
Though the offense has .'.' em. ce ·;Rfl.Q.as.Y9u.g¢t
gone throu&h tough times, ~i:i. _ ." o~1lifstretd\:evety
the defensive front has H:g~~·)is:a;:.'Ch"mpionshiR:
··gatM·/)le scud.' ."., '
'f<r~rW;,llbe a great.thing{or
~cil~lfat~ andth~ oty,:o£
·.:~9n¢;.cel:tainty for' the
Broncos ISthat back-up quar-
terback B.J. Rhode will once
again be in the starting line-
up. Hawkins made ilie call
. . '. earlierthis week/but said for~
Marc Oatley Nick BurleY\' mer starter Ryah,'OiirWiddie.'
remained solid behind the~i1l also see actioh'tomortow-:! '
senior leadership of ll1q~t. h·.-L
Lombardi Award ca did t We need to see owmu~l
Nick B l' n I. a e he can do on that ankle. Is It ...f
I ur ey as ~ell as line- :wel1enongh that he c.lh actu-ti
ba~k.ersMarc palley and Sam ally do some thin s and b~<~1
Williams. Dailey, who t?ok: productive?" Haw~ said. :c,;;(i
two. wee~ of personal time '. Hawkins said'Om.widdie'sl"~:
earlier this season, was hon- 'p1<WJ.ng time-will Ire d l%·r'
o!ed as the top WAC defen- :,' predeteiinin~d' pri~r:,t6':~,~<i;
sive pl~yer la.stweek. ; . off .. ' . . . ".'i'·" .
Un,m<eBOiseState, Fr~sno" .In "Dinwiddie's abs~nce
State ISno str~nger to nation- , Rhode has led the BfQrtCostoTlly telev.lsed. games it 4-0 record and is Currently .
omorrow ~ght w111be the ranked tenth in the country in c
Bul.ldogs f1~h. game on I.:·passin$ effici ~ "c .,~.;" l'
nationa1 televlSlon this year ~://:A'Il.J;'has d~lA~~(it~i\tjob" .~
and ~hey are scheduled. to he said. .'
~ay ~. two mo~~ - a~a1Ost Tomorrow night, the .
a~iille~h~~~ll~~~~aar:~t_ I ~h~~cf~r ilien~sWJ~~dfe~C:\~;,~~~~~l~~.~~~~e nUll.~og8lookto ave~ge ~a8t8~a80n,sl~8Sat tomorrow .at Bronco Stadium. .
e.rans to .. the. national spot-;.· and are askin'eve o~::::,qi;!mi,~t;l:J,ro~I;OStadlUmis the ChampIOnship;;.;",,'.' .. ' '.' their program. yve're looking
lig~t, thiS will. be the first, attending the gJke to%e~./:i,bl~~;~~;gameof the season for "BOise State:is' obViously f0!War~ to getting up there,
nationally teleVised regular-, oran e ,,;.' ,., .:~.;:b.o11"~amsEUl? could deter- the team to beiltin out:'c()~er- Hill said.
season game at home for the' T«e'firsta~ual "Orange- ".'!line A~'~WAC Football ence I have a 10,t,ofrespect for '
Forsey, calaycay"honored bY~;WAC·
were named the Western
Athletic Conference offen-.
sive and special teams
..For thesecond week in a . players of the week.
row, the Western Athletic Forseyrushed for 208
Conference handed the' yards and four touchdowns
'.Bronco football team player on 25 carries in a 52-24win
of'the week honors. at Tulsa. Forsey also caught
" . B 0 i s e two passes for 16yards and
State run- returned two kickoffs for.48
ning back. yards' to rack up a total of
" Br 0 c k 272 all-purpose yards, the
. Forsey and second-most in school. his-
'place-kick- t0IX,' .
er Nick 'Brock has done 'a great
Galaycay jobhiswhole career here,
_________ and certaihly had an out-
.Brock Forsey standing performance.
Saturday," head coach Dan
Hawkins said.
Forsey ranked firsfin the
WAC, averagingov.er 115
yards per game. He is also
ranked second in the WAC
and 14th overall averaging
164 all-purpose yards per
game." .
Forsey is a senior major-
ing in Social Sciences.
Calaycay hit all seven of
his extra point attempts
against TulSa and added a
33-yard field goal. The 10
E0ints moved Calaycay to
the top of Boise State's
career scoring list with 281.
',~,
Two years ago, Cala)'cay
was honored as a Lou
Groza Award Nominee,
given to the nation's top
kicker. ,After struggling last
season, Calaycay looks
back to his old fonn after
suffering a knee injury ear-
lier this year.
"Nick has been very
st~ady. He has been very
accurate since coming off
his injury this year,"
Hawkins said.
Calaycay is a senior
majoring in Kinesiology.
The Broncos continue to
moue up in ESPN'sMid-'
Major Top 10. Released ott
Monday, Boise State liaS bro~
ken into the top 5. Air Force,
who is ranked lit the top,15 in
the coaches' poll, tops the list
for the second straIght week.
The Falcons
take on their
toughest test
of the season
as the play
No.7 Notre
Dame this
Saturday.
By Phil DaHey
The Arbiter ------
Nick Calaycay
-:
<,\),~;,'
;--. : ,~;-..",.,;. ,.:-",>;:.~>::'}-.,
!:SkiM()vi~.'i".""'.",i:yOul ili~6dtdcior Center:
':m~r~v~iJJ~~()~"
.. Ski Mi:J'iJieJIM1leFrQtltLine,
, This hilili~!lyjnfta~ori- '
, packeQ ski flicKwill gear , "
:'up your ip,n~r-skier fur the ,
i..sweet sensanon of fresh '
: ,J!owdei:under yourfeet,
'Contact the Outdoor ",'
Center.for time and loca- ,
tion.' "
:Books
,The Outdoor Center has a
,,bunch of new 'titles from
the Falcon Guide series.
,Two gl,lides worth noting
: are Paddling Or,exon and '
City of ROCKS. Paildling "
Oregon, withits organized
"descriptions and nule-by- .
mile gradient graphs,will
keep any kayak geek occu-
pied till the snow starts
;melting, Accurate route
,grading and clear pho- .
, fograpfis make Ciftj of
·Rocks one of the best
guides to this southern
Idaho climbing gem.' ,.
iDeLORME Atlas and
Gazetters are available for
six western states includ-
ing Idaho, These maps,
"kriown for their accuracy
, of backcountry roads and
·byways,are a ~ustfor any
traveler preferring the
scenic route.
Skiing, snowboarding and
" winter backccuntry travel
i .resources abound. For
those with prior avalanche
., tralning. five books
'focuseo on avalanche safe-
ty are musts for a pre-sea- .
son refresher. The
, Avalanche Book is the
avalanche safety bible and
. is accordingly suited for
,bedside-reading material
only. A more useful field
resource is Aval{lllche
Aware from the Falcon
,GuidE> series, It travels in a·
-breastp'ockefilrid is .
jammea only with the
essentials.
Outdoor literature can be a
sanity-saver for those tent-
bound days of fall and
winter travel. Titles from
authors such ~3 London,
, Krakauerand Messner can
, make the difference in a
,week of foul weather.
Wrapped in a .sleeping bag
. as sneets of ram penefrate
, your "bombprooI" tent is
~one of the best ways to .
read a classic such:as
HeminKway's TheOld,Man
, and the'5ea.
Fall is equipment tune-uptime
By Aaron Beck
TheArbiter-------
It's fall and that means
many outdoor enthusiasts are
between seasons.
The paddling season is
drawing to a dose, the high
country is turning cold, and
although local temperatures
are perfect for trail running,
October winds can blow any
outdoor plans to pieces.
A stormy fall day can be a
blessing in disguise by pro-
viding lhe perfect opportuni-
ty to do a yearly, equipment
check.
And if you play it right,
you could even earn brownie
points from a significant
other by, spending quality
time with them.
Okay, so that may be a
stretch, but hopefully you'
will get a chance to fix the
things that get forgotten until
it's too late.
Paddling Gear .
One of the most overused
and under-appreciated arti-
'des of paddling equipment
are the latex gaskets on dry
tops and dry-suits. Most
manufactures recommend
applying protection to gas-
kets every week.
In reality your lucky' if you
get around" to it before it is too
fate, Most paddlers have
experienced that stomach-
turning feeling of rubber tear-
ing deanly in our hands as
we gear up for a mid-winter
surf session or the gnarly
June self-support trip.
The best thing you can do
for winter storage is apply a
liberal dose of a protecting
agent such as Sear Saver or
303 Protectant available at
any reputable paddling shop
for $5-$15/botfle.
Wipe the protectant on
with a soft rag until gaskets
are soft then rolUhe dry-top
up in a p'lastic bag for winter
sforage. This should prevent
rubber gaskets from develop-
ing that Mojave Desert
scorched-earth look and feel.
Another good paddling
project is to back out the
screws on your boat about
1/8th of an mch and dab <I, bit
of silicon under them before
re-tightening. This should
help Keep water out of your
boat while you're connecting
those eight-point dean carf-
wheels.
While your in your dry-
mode check sprayskirts for
frays and holes, Simple prob-
lems can be remedied with a
dab of Seam Sealer .
Rafts
Rafts should be paddled
hard, but never put away
wet. Rolling even a slightly
damp raft up for the wmter
can lead to major mold prob-
lems. Check. all valves for
sand and the drain-holes in
self-bailing rafts for random
objects. Be sure boat is com-
pletely dry before rolling it
up for the winter.
Both kayakers and rafters
should take an end-of-the-
season account of their rescue
gear. Be sure throw-bags are
free of frays and snags and
are dried out before packing
awav for the winter. Also
take' count of pulleys, carabi-
neers and prusiks, and be
sure you have enough gear in
a small bag to set up a simple
z-drag sysTem,
Finally check Iifejackets for
wear and tear and take a
dose look at helmets for seri-
ous scratches or fractures.
Don't skimp on either Iife-
jackets or helmets. If there is
:.·
761-2712
WeOon't 00 Windowsl
macmagic@cableone.net
Your Premier Source
for All Things Macintosh.
in the Treasure Valleyl
• Professio.nal On·Site Assistance
• Mac Service and, Repair
• Consulting ana Traminl1
• Pickup Er Orop·Off ServICe
• 'Internet Specialists.
• True Believers for 17yearsl
·- ."',·..
substantial damage r-r-r- .....,,- -,- ---:- --"l
replace it.
Biking
One of the most
important safety
components on a
bike is the brakes.
Take a quick look at
your brake pads
and replace them if
they don't make
good contact with
the tire rim or they
are dried out ana
hard. With the days
getting shorter and
shorter, 'be sure
your bike is
equipped with a
good set of lights
and replace the bat-
teries if needed.
Climbing Gear
Look over har-
nesses and be sure
all the stitching is
still dean and tight
and free of frays.
Ropes should be
checked for flat
spots, indicative of
inner core damage.
Take the time to
have those shoes
resoled.
The Outdoor
Center can put you
in contacf with
someone who
resoles climbing
shoes for a reason-
able' cost as long as
the last hasn't been
damaged.
Remember to
destroy all unsafe
climbing gear and
replace It with new
egUIpment.
Fishing
Check waders
for holes and be
sure you still have a
wading belt. Most
minor boles can be
sealed up with
Seam Sealer.
Wading belts have a
way er disappear-
ing - if you don't
have one get one
now! Take the time
to replace old or
knotted tippet on
your fly-reel and
check your steel-
head reel for dirt
and debris in the
bearings that can
lead to irreparable
damage.
Skiing
Now is a good
time to ·get a head
start on 'the tuning
shops and take
those skis in for a
pre-season tune-up
and wax, Have the
shop check the din , '., ';Js17ttu!g on your . :..' ._.......:.......:'___-'-_'-""_ .......~ .......__ '___ ....... -c.J
bindirigs as ",:eIl. A kayaker negotiates white water on the Payette River. Photo by Aaron Beck
Also take the time - ..............---=----------.,.---=----:----=------.,.---'---.,.---;-----:
to look over your backc~un- your equipment out. firearm safety. Get your ,naintenance is that even if
try gear. Re-glue those cllmb- HopefUlly you've been out to waterfowl calls out and the weather keeps you home
ing skins tnat you trudged the range a few times and replace that great wench call or a signifiCant other
through slushy sp'ring snow have shot a few rounds your cousin ruined when he demands some "quality
in and replace the batteries in through your center-fire rifle. borrowed it and dropped it in time" you will still get a
your avy-beacon. Take lhe time to run a rag the lake. Also dukk your chance to play with your
Hunting through the gun once you gel waders and touch up any toys,
Ok, so this isn't an in- home. Enough can't be said leaky spots.
between time for hunting, but about a clean gun as it reflects The best part about a day
all the better reason to check on your true attitude towards dedicated to equipment
. ,..
-'
. '
....'
'E:xp~rtsofferltiking advice
MUSllickis an M.D. prac- or, boulder field~, include
tieing sports medicine and hoppingexercises,butdo
nutrItional, ,medicine." in csquatsaild limges for foUr
Boulder, ,Colo.; .Pierce; ' an., weeks before beginning
athletic trainer, is:afSports hoQ.s.
Reaction" Center, ,a,penoi''' Even though going
manCe-based J>hysicar.thera~ doW'nhill can fee'fless, taxing
py clinic in BeIIevue, Wash,
.To prepiUe'forhikingi
MUsnid<' recomm.ehds' aer~'
BO'ISE ~STATE:
UNIVERSITY
Career Center Services
., Career, Internship & Part-time, Summer,
& Temporary Employment Listings on BroncoJobs
Career Counseling
Resume & Job-Search Assistance
http://career.boisestate.edu
426-1747 '
1173 University Drive
(in the Alumni Cenler across from the stadium)
t
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LOSE 2-8 POUNDS
EVERY WEEK Eat the
foods you love! Have
More Energy!
800-464-6283.
Persian Circle
Farsi, a language of the
ages and now for all
ages. Learn to read,
write and speak Farsi,
the tongue of both
ancient and modern
Iran and its nearby
Middle Eastern lands.
It is the language of
the mystic poet, Rumi,
of the Polymath,
Omar, Khayyam, and
of the ancient scientif-
ic genius, Avicienna,
For details Call
Shahnaz: 333-0340
A national honors
organization is seeking
highly motivated stu-
dents to assist in start-
ing a local chapter. 3.0
GPA required. Contact
us at: chapters@sig-
maalphalambda.org
Wanted: Women's
Neoprene or Insulated
Waders 869-4909
NEED A PHOTOG·
RAPHER?
Engagement, wed-
di~gs, family, .
qumceaneras, portraits
Call Porters
Photography 863-5967
www.poriersphotos.corn
Piano teacher from
Europe taking new
students. Ca1I331-0278
or 409-0278
Typing and Editing
$2-3 a page depending
on the work to be
done. Call 855-9328
IFind it I
oSororities 0 Clubs
oStudent Groups
oFraternities
[am $10l,) ..$20)0 this semester with
a proven Campusjundraiscr
3 hour fundratstng event. Our
programs make tundraistng
eas)' with no ri"k.s. Fundraising
dales arc filing quickly, so p'l
with the program! It works
Contact Cnmpu-Fundmiser
at (888) 92J-.32JR, ur visit
www.campusfundraiscr.corn
92 Mitsubishi Mty
Max Pick-up Runs
Well, Low Miles,
Canopy, 4 studs, CD,
$2500331-1385
BED-Queen Pillowtop
Mattress Set. New-still
in plastic, with warran-
tv.Value $699. Sell
$160. Can deliver 866-
7476
1995 Harley Davidson
Utlra ClaSSIC,
Immaculate shape. All
service records $14,000
OBO 855-9493
Yamaha Snowmobile
Needs Motor Installed
$100412-3616 or 703-
8767
ttl 'Unity
Custom Ceremonies
• weddings, unions & more
• coordinating, planning,',
consulting: services
• day spa services
1500 S. Orchard
440-4622
www.unirywcddings.cum
~
ICn1iOPRA81C
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call DrJim Trapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, 'neck ,and
relaxation therapy
walking distance from sub
1025l.i1aJ1n Ave. Boisl:IO 837lXi
"Askabout our BSUdiscount"
Rummage Sale!
Clothes, books, &
more! .
2005 S. Leadville Ave.
Sat. Oct. 198-5 pm
K2 X~Axis Pros
Unused (Still in plas-
tic) $499 ContacfCraig
at 880-2551
IIit MINI-BAR secret
bookcase $15 375-5368
78 Mere Bobcat HB 4-
cyl AT Has Issues,
Runs, $200412-3616 or
703-8767
1999 Chevy Cavalier
Great Shape, Low
Miles, $7,500 Call 861-
5550 Leave a Message
Horoscopes ----------
By Linda C. Black
Tril'lIl1c Medin Scrl'ices
Today's Birthday
(Oct. 17). Creativity is
required as you build a
solid base. The more
you learn, the more
opportunities you
encounter. Combine
fantasy and hard work
to not only build your
castle in the sky, but
also to live there com-
fortably _ or as close to
it as you can get.
To get the advantage,
check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0
the most challenging.
Aries
(March 21-AprilI9)'
- Today is a 6 - Those
worries banging
around in your head'
arc not necessa rily
groundless. Some have
merit, so sort through
them. Don't throw out
the good with the silly.
Taurus
(April 20-May 20)
- Today is a 6 - Seems
like you and your
friends think of three
things that won't work
for every one thing
DILBERT~
CAN YOU HELP ME
l&AsEL OUT OF AN
IMPOSSIBLE .
~IGNMENT?
)
that does. You're doing
fine. You're batting
.250!
Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
- Today is a 7 - If
things aren't going
well, stop doing the
same thing over and
over again. Look
around to see what
might work better.
Ask for suggestions,
then listen. ' ,
Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
- Today is a 7 - A
romance based on
materialism is in for a
solid thwack. But one
built.on family will get
stronger with every
passing day.
Leo'
(July 23-Aug. 22)
- Today is a 6 - A
long-term investment
is not a good risk,
even if it's backed by
a friend. Not right
now, anyway. Wait
about a week.
Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
- Today is a 7 - You
might spend most of
the day untangling
Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand new in pkg,
Value $499 Sacrifice
$135. Call 866-7476
82 Suzuki 1100
Motorcycle, Full Dress,
Needs Tranny work,
$600412-3616 or
703-8767
other people's messes.
Luckily, you're great at
this. Demand top dollar.
Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct 22)
- Today is a 7 - Some of
the things you try now
won't work. If you get
the feelingJou're wise
to withhol judgment,
you're right. Go with
the flow.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
- Today is a 6 - You
may be in love, but
making the connection
isn't easy. Seems like
one thing after another
gets in the way.
Luckily, your telepathy
is working. See if you
can contact with each
other that way. It
might work.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Today is a 6 - Over
the next few days,
watch out for breakage
at home, possibly
involving liquids. A lit-
tle extra caution could
help you avoid a big
mess.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
- T?day is a 7 - You
should still have plen-
ty, but it's not consis-
tent. Sometimes there's
too much, sometimes
not enough. When
you've got it, dOL1't
waste any.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
- Today is a 7 -
Financial negotiations
must be handled care-
fully. Don't let every-
one have what they
want. Hold out for
what's best for them,
'and {or what you can
afford.
Pisces
(Feb. 19-March 20)
- Today is a 7 -'Put a
halt to something
you don't like, by
bringing it to the
attention of others.
If being nice isn't
working, pitch a fit.
(c) 2002, TRIBUNE
MEDIA SERVICES
INC.
Distributed by Knight
Ridder /Tribune
Information Services.
GRADUALLY REWORD
THE OBJECTIVES OF
THE PROJECT UNTIL
ONE DAY THEY M TCH
IJ'IAT YOU'VE ALREADY
DONE.
)
~ SIX MONTHS LATERil------------0001
j I SUCCESSFULLY ANA-
~ LYZED THE FEASIBIL-
i IT'( OF DISCONTINU-
: ING THE PROJECT.
YOU CAME
TO THE RIGHT
l PLACE.
Read the Monday edition of The
Arbiter & find the trivia question
of the week, then srrbrnit your
arrs wc r to
contest@arbiteron1ine.coITl. The
,correct answer will be printed in
the T'Irurs.duy?s edition. If you
were right. you'll be' rewarded
with two entries for the monthly
drawing-if you were wrong,
your 'answer will be passed around
the office and laughed at!
.·.;.g~~i~~~-:~~9~~~£['
FREE UTILmESI
FREE CABLE TV WIHBOI
Female roommate $300
incl all util but phone
$150 dep, 2 mi from
BSU Tom or Kelly
429-1046
Temporary roommate
wanted for Nov - May,
to share townhouse.
Call 333-8415 or
426-5773
Roommate Needed
2bd apt on the bench
300+dep incl util W /0
Call Lonny at 345-2033
. Roommate Wanted
2bd/2ba close to BSU
$375/mo+ 1/2 util,
Free DSL & e-mail 429-
6985
Roommate wanted
$350/mo incl all util +
$100 dep. Avail Now
631-7878
kit
BroncoJobs·-11""1,,""611"1'+
Lookingfor
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
car .. r.belsestate.edu
Babysitter needed in
my home periodic
basis must be available
M W F 11-3 #336-3523
Ask for Ann
Join other BSU
students who enjoy
a flexible work
schedule
IMAGINE THIS:
• Evening & Weekend
Shifts 20-40 hrs/wk
, Top Dollar - our reps
average $7-$12/hour
" Paid Training
376-4480
All e-Iuails rrnrst include an
arrs we r (preferably a correct
one), your narrie., address and a
phone nUITlbcr- so we can hunt
you down if you win.
Monthly winners will be
notified by elTlail or mail, along
with an announceITlent in the
first edition after the winner is
chosen. The Grand Prize
winner will be announced in the
Dec. 16th Finals Relief issue.
Contest runs 09/09/02 though
12/12/02.
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Mustangs, e.g.
6 Papas' partners
11 Mayday letters
14 Moderate brown
15 Tip off
16 Emmet
17 Hotel employee
19 Chill
20 Buenos
21 In the bag
23 Masquerade
disguises
26 Legislative
bodies
27 Voiced.one's
thoughts
28 Having supper
29 Resembling:
suff.
30 Spanish
gentreman
32 Power for Fulton
35 Takes off
. 37 Polonlus,
Laertes. et al. '
39 Midd,ling
40 Hit hard
42 Fender
depressions
'44 Greek letter
45 Actress Hawn
47 Applied blusher
..A9 Learned one
51 Wets,
52 Millinery
anchor?
53 .Less humid
54 Tax a~cy.
55 ClaSSifies
mentally
60 Respiratory
malady .
61 Navy frogmen
62 Missouri
trib'utary
63 Light brown
64 Writer Peters
65 Doorstop
DOWN
TV watchdog
agcy.
2 La-Ia lead-In,
3 Sony rival
4 Bailiwick
5 Apennlne people
6 Foals' mothers
7 Charity
$250 a day poten-
tial / bartending.
Training provided. 1-
800-293-3985 ext 223
Jobs/Help Wanted
Bartenders needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No exp neces-
sary. Call 866-291-1884
ext. 435
Boise's Best
Part-time
Job for Students I
United Parcel Service
Employment
$8.50/hr EE
No Weekends IUjJS1
Shifts available ~
to work around
school schedule
Independent couriers
Weekly pay, set sched-
ules. Musthave own
vehicle 6 yrs. or better
high gas mileage a
plus, 5 days a week PT
2-5 hrs Drug Free -
Workplace No week-
ends, all bank holidays
off. Immediate open-
ings. Equal
Opportunity
Contractor Call Leon
Turner Metro Couriers
208-377-2002
Serious inquiries only
please.
Information:
On-Campus Call:
426-5627
On the Web:
shopt@ups.com
UPS Is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employer .
Place your ad with the
Arbiter. Students
place your ad here for
free. '
Hairstylist & Nail
Techs Beautiful Salon,
Incred. Loc., Very
Busy, Free Lease or
Commission Park
Center Salon 344-1670
Work 484-9398 Cell
Okay, okay - if you were
wrong, you can still send
another e-ITlaii to
contest@arbiteronline.coru w irh
the correct answer, and ycru' I! be
rewarded with one entry for the
weekly drawing just for being so
persistent!
.. ~ • • '_ .J~~,\f't
, Lool< rOI" this wccl<'s-'-::'
:(ilI~stion Oil Ilg::.3I. '.:'
All winners will be sc.lc cte d by u
rurid.orn drawrng of eligible entries. All
entries containing the correct uri swc r
will be entered into a grand prize
drawing. to be held at the end crf the
semester. No purchase nccc ssar-y. All
prizes will be awarded. Grand prize
'w il l be one SClTlcstcr of free books. to
be provided by the BStj Bookstore.
Used books will be provided 'where
avail"lblc. This offer is void '\vhcrc
prohibited or restricted by fcdcral~
state. or local laws. Ernployccs of "rhe
Arbiter. the BSU Student Union. their
families and govcrnlllcnt CIl1ployccs
are not eligible. Applicahle taxes arc
the sole responsibility of the \vinllcrs:'"'
«::a 2002 Tribune Media servlcea, Inc
All rights ... ..-ved.
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8 _culpa
9 On one's feet
10 Choreographer
Ruth
11 England's
dragon slayer
12 When actors
enter
13 Elements In a
procedure
18 Became worn
away
22 Desires
23 Cabinet
features
24 Narcotic from
poppies
25 Arctic
phenomenon
26 Alarm .
28 Transplant
recipient
31 Lowest point
33 Pallid
34 Dispositions
36 Bend down '.
38 Muscle woe
41-Plane curve
43 ByhoQk or by
crook
46 Book before
Hosea
48 Attempted an
. ,'overthrQw
49 Change gears
'sO' "CheeM; barrTiiild
,51 Metal scum
53, Cold-cutpalace '
56 Guy's date ,."
,57 Glasgow boy
58••Faberge Item
59 Behold
l.h.
.-.- ._~......
